MUMA’s Public Art Walk has been developed as a way of introducing and highlighting the many public artworks that are located on the Clayton and Caulfield campuses and are in the Monash University Collection. The walking route has been designed as an open loop that can be joined at any point along the path.

We also encourage you to visit MUMA and the Ian Potter Sculpture Court on Caulfield campus to view our current exhibitions.

For more information on MUMA, Monash University Collection and other public art on campus please visit: www.monash.edu.au/muma

Location
Monash University Museum of Art | MUMA
Ground Floor, Building F
Monash University, Caulfield campus
900 Dandenong Rd
Caulfield East VIC 3145
Australia

T +61 3 9905 4217

Opening Hours
Tuesday - Friday 10am - 5pm
Saturday 12pm - 5pm

Entry is always free.
04 LAITH MCGREGOR + MURRAY BARKER
Step up KO and OK point from the Monoliths series 2014
Northeast courtyard, 21 Chancellors Walk

05 SANNE MESTROM
Weeping women 2014
Corner of College Walk & Scenic Boulevard

06 LEONARD FRENCH
Alpha and omega 1969-70
Robert Blackwood Hall, 29 Scenic Boulevard

07 LORNA GREEN
Stay, live and sit 1993
Briggs Hall garden, 42 College Walk

08 INGE KING
Cantilever 1975
Faculty of Engineering courtyard, 23 College Walk

09 JOHN PERCEVAL
Homage to Lawrence Hargrave 1961-62
Hargrave-Andrew Library entry wall, 13 College Walk

10 JAMES ANGUS
Built unbuilt unbuildable 2015
13 Rainforest Walk

11 RONNIE VAN HOUT
Dayton 2014
Corner of Research Way & Rainforest Walk

12 OPEN SPATIAL WORKSHOP
Anthropo occult 2015
Monash Earth Sciences Garden

13 PETER CRIPPS
Public projects, mirror orator 2010
19 & 23 Innovation Walk Courtyard

14 CLIFTON PUGH
Five bats 1968-69
21 Rainforest Walk

15 DAN MOYNIHAN
Seeing things 2016
West wall, 15 Rainforest Walk

16 LOUISA BUFARDECI
I know I don’t know 2015
South wall, 16 Rainforest Walk

17 CLIVE MURRAY-WHITE
Retrospective 1993
Lemon Scented Lawns, Sports Walk

18 MICHAEL, HECTOR TJUPURU
& WILLY KAIKA BURTON,
JONATHAN JONES, BRENTON KEN,
MILSANE MURPHY, TIGER PALPATJA,
JACOB TIGER, RAY KEN,
BARNEY WANGIN, MICK WIKILYIRI,
FRANK & ANWAR YOUNG
Kulata Tjuja 2012-14
Sir Louis Matheson Library

19 LES KOSSATZ
Untitled 1968
Religious Centre, 38 Exhibition Walk

20 LOUISA BUFARDECI
The universe devolves into a string 2014
Green Chemical Futures building stairwell, 13 Rainforest Walk

21 PETER CORLETT OAM
John Monash 2015
20 Chancellors Walk

22 CALLUM MORTON, MONASH ART PROJECTS (MAP) & KOSLOFF ARCHITECTURE
18 Innovation Walk

23 TULLY MOORE, KENNY PITTOCK,
ESTHER STEWART, SAM SONGAILO, A CENTRE FOR EVERYTHING
Five Public Art Commissions, S2 Car Park

24 STUART RINGHOLT
Signpost 2015
17 College Walk